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About This Content

Pilot massive weapons of destruction, armed to the teeth, and war on post-apocalyptic lands in this VR shooter. Team up against
HUMNX in the Coop Mech Assault mode (1-4 P) or explore life before all-out war ignited and battle waves of enemies in the

award winning solo campaign. Ready, pilots? Enlist and get into a mech today!

FEATURES:

Award-winning Solo Campaign: Explore what fueled The Great Mech Wars

Team Deathmatch (2v2 and 1v1 [PvP]): Who reigns Hellfire? Decide by Deathmatch

Coop Mech Assault (1-4 pilots): Battle waves of enemy mechs with friends

Elite Skins: Change up your mech skin and up the intimidation factor

The Original Story - Year 2089
At the end of the 21st century: The world is in ruins under HUMNX, a mega corporation turned autocratic regime out of a

desire to “heal the world,” no matter the human cost. The United States Free Forces leads the resistance, armed with a one-of a
kind, building-sized weapon: the Archangel. HUMNX has abundant resources and developed equivalent weapons, but the USFF

is determined to take freedom back. Rise from the rubble and prepare for combat: You are the last, best hope of the free.

Current Events - Year 2099
After a few strategic USFF victories, HUMNX has adapted. In response to the Archangel weapon, the incredibly resourceful

corporation deployed three new, state-of-the-art mechs featuring advanced movement and weapons systems. The USFF rises to
the new challenge and initiates automated, mechanized war-machine construction to increase their own mech roster to an

equivalent level.
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Conscious of their inability to keep pace with HUMNX enhancements, USFF weapons strike the largest enemy Mech
Replication site, Genesis Facility. HUMNX immediately retaliates. The ensuing war results in extensive destruction and far too

many casualties. When The Great Mech Wars end, who will be left to reclaim our shattered world?
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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brum brum brum brum BRum BRUM BRUMBRUMBRUMBURMBRUMBRUMBRUM........
BRUMBRUMBRUMBURMBRUMBRUMBRUM. The story ended up surprising me twice, once for the ending, once for the
overall feel.
My first impression was of a middling, old-style hidden object game - and there are a LOT of HO scenes.
If you want to do scene after scene of "find these objects", then this game is definitely for you.
Also, they aren't easy scenes, since lighting varies (day, evening, night), objects are sometimes far out of proportion (big), and
very occasionally completely out of place.
BUT
I give this game a thumbs up for feel (both location and era); characters (yes, some stereotypes, but well done and with some
twists here and there); and story - mostly because the ending is, despite all success, bittersweet.

Note: It took me quite a while to get used to the style; this game is **not** for the faint of eyesight. Expect to find pink on
pink, and grey on grey, etc. Mostly, I was annoyed at myself for not seeing things, but sometimes I cursed the game design. Do
not play this game when your eyes are tired - I tried and I regretted it... a lot.

The music is appropriate, but not quite varied enough.
The art is good to okay - the sprites for the characters are very nice, the art for the background scenes is very nice, the objects in
the HO scenes vary as to art style a little too much for my taste.

Overall 7/10, except that I would buy it again, now that I've finished it. So maybe 8/10? I mean, if you *love* old-style HO
scenes, this game has it all - I mean, 10/10 no problem! (But gee it's hard on the eyes...). DO NOT BUY THIS... THING!

There's a lesson to be learned when 18,99€ is asked for a pre-alpha Early Access game that is buggy, broken, incomplete and
bland, and that's hardly been updated since it's release seven months ago.

I walked straight into their trap those seven months ago and I really wonder why... :I. I'm having a YouTube channel and now
this Software is my main Cutting program.
It feels very easy but professional to use it.
It's a way faster than other programs and functionality is a way better than any other software like this.
What I most like is that 4k 60fps Rendering works a lot faster than Sony Vegas and that the biggest pro of all these functions.
I would recommend everyone who needs a professional Programm to use this!. In Short, currently as of 03-July-2018 there is
not enough content to warrant the current price tag of \u20ac14.99 in my opinion.

The product seems stable and the current available mode seems to work bug free, except for the issue I have with the game
remembering scores, I mention near the end.

You start in an Arena-like forest map surrounded by glowing Pyramids, which look very much out of place and I don't know
why they are there, though there could be a "lore" behind it I have missed and apologies if I did.

You start with a good amount of normal arrows and a few fire\/explosive arrows and a melee weapon you can switch to instead
of the bow.

You shoot wild animals for gaining certain type of resources and can gather other resources which are lying around the ground.
You gather resources simply by pressing F near them, there is no need for gathering tools or any tree chopping or pick axing of
stones.

After collecting a few resources you can start building some items to form your base, such as a cauldron to make healing potions
from flowers, a well for water, campfire for food from meat or a station to craft bows and arrows.

Ones you start building your base it will get frequently attacked by the Wild Animals.
You can further build walls, a gate, spikes and a bear trap to help you fend them off and start building a save area.

Every action you do adds to your score which in the end is summed up and added to a leaderboard. I don't know at this time if
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the leaderboard is just your scores or your steam friends or anyone that owns the game.

The only issue I had is that no scores are recorded for me. Dying in a game with a score doesn't remember it or add it to the
leaderboard and finishing a game without dying also doesn't.

While this might only be happening for me or was fixed in the meantime, it is an important feature that needs to work as beating
a previous score is what ads replay value and without it it will entertain you only for a limited time.

While the game is working and is a work in progress I respectfully cannot recommend it as this stage as for the current price tag
of \u20ac14.99 it has not enough content as I mentioned in the beginning.

Before anyone starts moaning about "It's Early Access and it has potential" - Yes, that might be true but we all see Early Access
differently, even though STEAM has a very clear policy and guidelines up on steamworks for all to read freely!
I support games financially for potential and great ideas on Kickstarter and do so for a fair share of my money.
However, on STEAM Early Access ones you charge for a product, I expect the content to be worth the current price tag which
in this case I just don't feel it is.

That's just my opinion. Feel free to disagree and leave your own review voicing your own.

Viel Spa\u00df and Happy Gaming
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/Games4Kickz. I personaly think this is the most acurate take on Hell in a long time due to you
having to blast away at bosses HP while micromanageing both the amount of traps in a room plus the annoying minions that
never stop coming.

I both hate and love the idea of haveing the 100 million people who have died constantly attacking you, and instead of giving a
cap of how many are allowed to spawn. {the cap for enemys on screen is like 50. while the cap for amount of minions is infinite
or atleast till you defeat the mini bosses}.

There are 5 diffrent trials all of which consits of
- 5-15 battle rooms.
- long hallways connecting those rooms
- one boss room
- one secret

The battle mechaniacs consits
- two types of chests spawn during a fight sequnce - green chests = mines, grenades - blue chests = diffrent weapons
- a enemy bar that slowly moves down as you clear out the room
- runing around just avoiding many obsticles

the soundtrack reminds me of super meat boy's hell which is good I guess

the thing I think needs fixing is the fact that both the fire weapons and quick dash key are the same

sorry for being illegiable. Gave this a go. The game is meh, but has some challenge. What I hate is the end of round music.
Please let me at the person who made it long and mandatory.

It is a wave shooter. There is no sailing or strategy. Kill first or get killed. If you get killed, your punishment will be repeating
the previous level you passed. Annoying as frig.. If your looking for a game to just pick up and go and at the same time blast
tons of stuff along the way then this is the game for you. :)

It has all just the right balance of challange and enjoyable gameplay while not being overly complicated!!!

Anyone that can press the space bar and use a mouse will beable to pickup and enjoy this game!!

I would highly recommend this game to anyone if your looking for a simple and easy great quick shoot'em up!!!
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Collect and craft game in the online mutliplayer style.
Same as always? Possible not, StarsOne seems to be a attempting to differentiate itself from its competitors by the range of
building and progression through the crafting and if you see the screenshots you can see how advance you can go, but you do
start of with building with wood and basic iron always up to modern electric items.

Graphics of the game are competent nothing that is world changing but its good enough (without floating items you seem to get
in random generate worlds). Only one area that needs work is shadowing on landscapes which especially one land seem to flick
in and out of existence.

Survival part of the game you need to keep health, hunger and thirst under wraps. The game has gone for a seed system for
food, so as soon as you find one piece of fruit you can make trees to make more and more and more meaning this aspect of the
game looks after itself. Water side of the game I had to deal with be building my base next to water and making bottles is very
cheap and easy so you can care plenty of water around with you again not adding torment to the game which is not bad as the
game seems to centre around crafting more then the survival.

So why you not recommending?
The core game play loop for me is just plain boring. I found very little need to go explore other then to find more ore for mining
which seems to be about the only thing you cannot just keep building more off. The ore is just in the middle of fields you run up
to it and hit it, I feel a sense of exploring to find items would help a sense of achievement to the game for me to keep me
interested.
It takes so long to turn ore to ingot (which can be left to do on its own) also even longer to use an anvil and turn ingot into usable
parts all of which you just have to twiddle your thumbs.

Can multi-player save the game?
In its current state No, but I feel its the area that could "save" this game but the interaction between characters need to be made
to offer great variety and allow people to build a world which they can almost rule, adding the human character aspects between
players.

If you just love collect and craft games give it a go for early access its better then most. Has the game done enough to separate
itself from the market? If you just like simple building game then yes but for survival games it lacks compare to other choices.
https://youtu.be/oqoDwOdFzI8
. Awesome for your desktop backround. its under Battle of Empires Artwork Collection. This game simulates the effect of
driving a bus after you just took heroine.

69/10. Play it just to have something to play. No risks were taken, it's short, just kinda average overall. I can't really hate on it,
so the least I can do is tell others to play it.. This game is awesome, pure and simple. ( And I own a TON of platformers ) I will
edit this review as I progress in the game.... Great game, it gets quite difficult, lots of trial and error, i love the blind sound wave
concept thing, its awesome, i want to see more like this game. 11/10. this is the best game I've ever played in my entire life. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RMnqdu-7GwI
I just love this. It's a faithful reproduction of Crystal Quest (Crystal Raider for those who only had the shareware version) which
I used to play on a black-and-white Macintosh Classic when I was a kid. Maybe it's because it's such a nostalgia trip for me, but
I find it a horrifyingly addictive experience.

Guide your inertia-powered spherical spaceship around and collect all the crystals, and if you manage to avoid all manner of
crazy monsters you might be lucky enough to get out of the opening at the bottom of the screen. If you're REALLY lucky you
might get a huge crystal and loads of points and feel like an 11-year-old again* (*last part probably exclusive to me).

'Hash Monsters', 'Sandbags' and the 'Blim Thingies' - might not be their real names - will spawn from both ends to try to stop
you, and stop you they will unless you use a lot of bombs to clear them out.

It gets very difficult, very quickly in a very entertaining way - you'll be yelling at the screen with a smile on your face. For this
price you cannot argue with its arcade madness.. I loved it!
A puzzle game that made me feel like a real hacker using the back door to snoop around on websites.
Some cases were easy to solve, some were a lot harder to solve  Like that one case where I didn't take into account that RL time
was used in-game. 
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